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powerful node graph or a level editor it is quick to jump into without any prior
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days of unprecedented cost-
cutting, there is no program

more thoroughly vetted
than the one that helps

veterans. Yet now some
Democrats have begun to

question the Obama
administration’s spending to
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assist thousands of
returning vets who face a

staggering loss of benefits.
The American Legion’s

military-homes.org website,
like hundreds of similar
websites, offers a link on

the top of the home page to
the Department of Veterans

Affairs’ “Benefits and
Services” page, which lists

items that a veteran can
apply for after the

Department has processed
his or her application for

benefits. (The sites also list
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links to state and federal
agencies that offer benefits

to military veterans. The
state links are, in some

cases, essential to receiving
benefits, since all states that
have not waived the state-

level waiting period —
known as the Jones Act —
require that veterans file

their applications with the
state.) But the home page
for the VA’s benefits site

also lists a link labeled “At-
Home Resources.” If you

click on it, you are greeted
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with the following: US
veterans can find

information on benefits,
compensation, vocational

rehabilitation and
employment, as well as

information on a variety of
services available through
the Department. What’s

that?... Well, not much. It
takes you back to the home

page. The home page is
filled with links to pages on

various benefits and
services, and these are what
are interesting — for all the
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wrong reasons. There’s a
link for an employment

information center. There’s
one for a special shop for
vets designed to help them
to get back on their feet,

and there’s a link for a page
about a federal job training
program. There’s a link to a

page about a special
worksite program for

military retirees — and for
active-duty personnel. And
there’s also a link to a page
labeled “Veteran Relocation
Program” — that’s the VA’s
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old program that VA
officials think is so

appealing that they’ve
brought it back under a new
name. This is the program

that offers money to
eligible veterans who leave

the service and move to
areas where they are less

likely 3e33713323
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